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THE LANDING IN ITALY

(FROM EDWARD GILLING FOR COMBINED BRITISH PRESS)

The Straits are now seething with craft of all types and sizes which in turn

signalled into the beaches where troops, guns, Bren carriers, lorries are rolling
ashore. Bulldozers are making pathways through vineyards, orange groves from

the beaches. Infantrymen, some carrying Brens and others mortars walk in single
file along either side of the road.

Military policemen stand at road junctions directing the vehicles on

to their various routes.

Hidden in groves are anti-tank guns covering the road junction*,

Twentyfive pounders are cohering the hills. Assault/with I landed

embarked on opposite side shortly after midnight. We marched down to

the beach from the vineyards where we spent yesterday resting. As we Were

marching on to the beaches we could see the vague outlines of the hills across

the straits in the bright starlight.

Resting on the edge of the beach rising gently with the lop was a long
line of landing craft, Beachmasters directed the long line of men into the

craft which, once loaded, away from the shore almost noiselessly.

When we embarked we moved out to join the hundreds of other craft which

were laying off the beach. The only sound that one heard was the quiet

chug of the crafts engines as we moved into line and headed across the straits.

He had only just' got into our position when the great barrage began. At

a given signal hundreds of guns began to send shells screaming across the

straits on to the mainland. Great white flashes ran in and out of the

hills behind Messina as field guns mediums and heavies' opened out. Little

splashes of red twinkled in the hills and on the beaches of the mainland

as shells burst.

Fires sprang up in many places and the hills which had been so clearly

visible in starlight earlier disappeared in a haze of smoke and dust. Gradually

the tempo quickened as the gunners warmed up to their work until it sounded as though

some gigantic machine gun was at work.

The field guns combined with the duller booms of mediums and heavies became

an orchestra of death and destruction. As we headed towards the mainland fires

became brighter and more numerous as shells screamed and whined over cur heads.

Closing in on the beaches we could see very little owing to smoke and it was

not until we were less than a hundred yards from, the beach that I could

distinguish it. As the leading boats grounded we waited anxiously for some memento

expecting the enemy defences to open up.

Far away to my left I heard the chatter of machine-guns fired from pill boxes

followed by a brief burst from our Brens, Then all was silent again. It was an

eerie feeling as we waited about fifty yards off the beach whilst sappers ashore

were searching for mines and cutting through wire. It was only a short wait as

the sappers found only a few zones and very little barbed wire.

The wait ended when a rocket suddenly rose and hurst over the beach* Then

we knew that the beach head was secured and we edged in towards the beach* First

light of dawn was breaking over the hills as our craft grounded. The ramp was

swiftly lowered and we leapt ashore on to the narrow strip of beach.

The from our craft quickly filed across the beach and disappeared into

the orange grove, ' American amphibious ’’Ducks" carrying equipment came ashore and

trundled up the beach without a halt. The first group of Italian soldiers

appeared and walked on to the beach with arms un-raised saying "Italians

Sicilians". They surrendered their arms.
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